SURREY RADIO CONTACT CLUB
80th Anniversary Year - Founded in 1935
JUNE 2015 – No: 874
CLUB NET
CLUB NET

1.905 MHz Sunday 9:30am
145.35 MHz +/- 25kHz Friday

Note that from 5 June, the start time will be
brought forward from 9.00pm to 8.00pm
CLUB Internet WEB Site: http://www.g3src.org.uk

Hon. Sec. John Kennedy G3MCX
22 Croham Park Avenue
SOUTH CROYDON
Surrey CR2 7HH
020-8688 3322
E-Mail: secretary@g3src.org.uk

MONTHLY MEETINGS 1ST AND 3RD MONDAYS 7.30 FOR 7.45pm

Meetings at Trinity School, Shirley Park, Croydon CR9 7AT
***************************************************
1st MEETING: Monday 1 June. Theory, Technical Aspects and Upgrading Possibilities
of the Component Tester – this year's Club Construction Project
with Pat G4FDN.
2nd MEETING: Monday 15 June. Fix-it, Move-it-On and Informal Chat.
led by John G8MNY.

SRCC Committee 2014/15
Chairman & Club Meetings
Vice-Chairman and Web Master
Secretary & Communications
Treasurer & Membership Records
Contest Co-ordinator, Newsletter Editor
Chief Fund-raiser, Liaison, Recycling, Equipment
Committee Member

Dear Members & Friends,
Hello and welcome to the June 2015 issue of the
Newsletter, edited by John G8IYS. Thanks to
Roger G8HDP and Dave 2E0DCZ for pointing
out the postcode transposition in the main text
and flyer for the venue of the Anniversary
Garden Party. Thanks too to Prue G4RWW for
noting that the main text said 75th Anniversary,
whilst the banner and flyer both said 80th. These
matters are now corrected. Please discard the
former flyer. A new one is appended. I also
received several messages of congratulation for
the last newsletter. Frankly, it is the contributors
who deserve that accolade. Without their efforts,
this would be a thin and uninteresting periodical.
On behalf of the Committee, I would like to thank
Quin G3WRR for his offer at the AGM to
summarise the doings of our Monthly First
Meetings. The first of his efforts appears this
month. Thanks too to Hon Sec John G3MCX for
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having undertaken that task for the last several
years. He is now able to enjoy the content at
meetings rather than being busied by scribing.

THIS MONTH'S MEETINGS
First Meeting: Monday 1 June.
Theory, Technical Aspects and Upgrading
Possibilities of the Component Tester –
this year's Club Construction Project
with Pat G4FDN.
Second Meeting: Monday 15 June.
Chat and Fix-it Evening.
As usual, this will be a mix of repair activity,
technical/operating advice and informal chat.
There will undoubtedly be a number of further
examples of the Component Tester on
view/under construction. Some may include
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upgrades resulting from Pat G4FDN's
presentation and discussions at the First Meeting
this month. The Committee is still looking for
ideas and suggestions for technical/operating
topics which can form subjects for small focus
groups, as suggested at the AGM.

LAST MONTH'S MEETINGS
First Meeting. Monday 11 May 2015
Presentation by Steve G4FYF on
Homebrewing Printed Circuit Boards
– Report by Quin G3WRR.
Our own Steve G4FYF presented a personal
view of home-brewing PCBs, based on his
experience in this activity.
He opened by summarising the options for wiring
circuits:
 Point to point – largely a valve era
technology
 “Ugly” – in which components with an
earth connection are soldered direct to a
copper coated board, with other
connections soldered as necessary, and
components “dangling in the breeze”
 Manhattan – similar to Ugly, but
components with no earth connection are
soldered to fragments of PCB, which in
turn are glued (with mechanical but no
electrical connection) to a copper coated
board
 Veroboard – a matrix of copper tracks
with 0.1” pitch holes for component
insertion – handy for breadboarding but
needs a lot of (tedious) wire links
 Printed circuit boards (PCBs) – based
on the use of copper coated board
(single or double sided). Several
techniques are available for laying the
required electrical connections onto the
boards:
 Chemical erosion of areas of
copper not protected by:
 Letraset
 permanent marker pen
 mask produced by
computer PCB design
package
 Dremel – physically cutting away
unrequired copper.
Steve noted that there are a number of PCB
design packages available, all with advantages
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and disadvantages. In particular he mentioned
two he had used himself:
 Express PCB – simple to use but with a
limited component library (ie. repertoire
of component outlines)
 Design Spark (RS) – more flexible &
powerful with a better component library,
but harder to learn to use.
After showing pictures of the (significantly
different) board layouts for an electrically
identical circuit produced by these 2 packages,
Steve noted a number of points that needed to
be worked through manually before starting to
design the track pattern:
 Decide the maximum permissible size of
board
 Decide where you want to put inputs,
outputs and power rails
 When deciding where to place a
component, ensure an already placed
component isn’t overlapping the space
you have in mind
 Ensure you will have room to get in and
solder the connections
 Ensure you can get the heat out (eg. is a
heatsink needed?)
 Try to minimise – and ideally eliminate wire links.
Steve then went on to demonstrate the use of
Express PCB to design a circuit board.
Significant points were:
 A good place to start is putting in the
power rails: the package allows selection
of different track thicknesses to
accommodate current requirements
 Individual components (including pads of
various sizes) can be selected from the
package’s internal library, and can be
moved around, rotated, inverted and
aligned with grid holes as necessary
 Vertically mounted components can be
incorporated by inclusion of appropriately
spaced pads
 Tracks need not be orthogonal –angled
routings are also possible, although care
must be taken not to route them under
SMT components
 The computer displays the tracks in red
and the component outlines in yellow as
the design progresses
 It is a good idea to leave as much copper
on the board as possible.
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Once the design is complete, the layout needs to
be checked – first on the screen, then on a
printed copy. A number of print options are
available, including track layer (eg. upper or
lower surface in the case of double sided boards)
and silk screen. Having checked the print copy, it
should be checked again - and preferably again
after that. Steve recommended a cup of coffee
between each stage of checking, although it is
understood that alternative beverages are also
effective! The design can then be printed onto a
medium suitable for use as an etch resist pattern
when attached to the copper board itself. Glossy
photo paper is recommended: lower grade
papers may also be effective [not exhausively
tested] but it is essential that the printing is done
using a laser printer – or at least copied from
paper using a laser copier.
Moving on to the etching phase, suggested tools
are:
 Stanley knife
 Scalpel
 Blades
 Abrasive (eg. wire wool, emery paper)
 Steel ruler
 File
 Drills (1/2/3 mm)
 Etching solution (a mixture of
hydrochloric acid and hydrogen
peroxide (HCl/H2O2) is gaining in
popularity over the more traditional
ferric chloride (FeCl3))
 Plastic container
 Running water.
The board should be prepared by:
 Scoring and snapping the PCB to size
 Washing and degreasing the board, and
drying it well
 Scouring with the abrasive until shiny.
The pattern can now be transferred to the board.
This can be done with a photo transfer machine if
available. Alternatively it can be transferred with
a domestic iron – but experience suggests that if
you use your wife’s iron, you do so at your peril !
And, using it on the kitchen worktop is equally
risky.
Once the PCB track pattern has been cut out of
the sheet on which it was printed, it should be
placed over the copper board, and the iron
applied, using plenty of heat, pressure and time
(at least 5 minutes). With the track pattern firmly
stuck to the board, the blank (non-track) parts of
the paper can be soaked off, taking care to
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remove all loose fibre ends. Following update
and repair of any defects with a permanent
marker pen, the board can now be etched.
The etching solution should be heated to 50–60o
C (a useful rule of thumb is to heat it in a
microwave oven for around 90 seconds – again
best done when your spouse is out…), and
placed in the plastic container, followed by the
PCB copper side upwards. To promote etching,
the temperature should be kept up, and the
solution kept moving. But a careful eye should be
kept on progress as the process proceeds
quickly once it gets going, and if the board is left
in too long, the etching solution can start to erode
the copper under the mask! Once it is clear that
the areas to be etched away have been etched
away, the board should be removed from the
etching solution, washed under running water,
and dried. The mask should then be removed
with (eg.) wire wool. After careful checking for
cracks in the track, residual un-etched copper
and short circuits, holes can be drilled in
appropriate places, and the components
inserted.
A couple of hints for double sided boards:
 “navigation holes" should be put in the
board to allow upper and lower surface
etch patterns to be accurately registered
 While one side is being etched, the other
should be comprehensively covered
(multiple layers of gaffer tape are a good
way of achieving this).
[Steve’s slide presentation is available on the
Club website. Click on the "Meeting Downloads"
page and scroll down. This link should take you
straight to it:
http://www.g3src.org.uk/downloads.html ]
Second Meeting: Monday 18 May 2015
Construction Project, Chat and Fix-it.
- Report by Hon Sec John G3MCX.
This was officially the first night for those involved
in the Construction Project but several Members,
who had already received their kits had
completed them. Andrew G4ADM completed his
on the night straight out of the packet. Rick
M0LEP was also busy and maybe reached the
same stage. Judging by what was being said, it
was a popular choice of an item for those who
enjoy Homebrew activities. There are more
detailed reports of the kit itself and the
construction variations elsewhere in this
Newsletter. Twenty Members present at this
meeting did mean another good turnout, but
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accommodation was rather cramped in Room 7.
John, G8MNY was busy as always but he also
agreed to put GX3SRC on the air at the
Brooklands Museum on Saturday 20th June.
This event is to celebrate the 100th Anniversary
of the first successful voice communications
between an aircraft and the ground in June 1915.
Members of SRCC are encouraged to attend this
event. GB1BM will be on the air, supported by
some SRCC-loaned kit, and also, hopefully,
using some ex-aircraft radio equipment.
John G8MNY, Alvin G6DTW, Colin G4LZE and
rear view of Peter G3ZPB evaluating Peter's
newly-acquired Yaesu FT991 Transceiver.

Ray G4FFY was also kept busy, reducing the
number of outstanding subs and selling tickets
for the Garden Party. He also sold a spare LCR
Kit. There were still many discussions on various
topics. A most enjoyable evening.

Chairman's Blog by Pat G4FDN
It is only 3 weeks since I
wrote my last blog, which
was caused by the May
Day holiday, making our
first meeting later than
normal, and our
second meeting following
the week after. So my available time for writing
things up has been somewhat squeezed.

Rick M0LEP constructing the LCR Tester

John G3ENG sends his greetings to all and
apologises that he hasn’t been able to attend
meetings recently. John’s XYL Benita is in
recovery from a stroke, so as her main carer it is
not practical at the moment for her to be left on
own, which constrains the time John can be
away from home. Despite that, John still finds the
odd moments for our hobby. Most will know that
John is renowned for his high standard of
construction, and when he dropped by recently to
see how I was fitting out my new garden
workshop/radio shack, he brought along a new
dual cored 4:1 balun to show me, which I think is
of the Guanella (Current) type.

Andrew G4ADM completing the LCR Tester

Quin G3WRR and John G8IYS
not discussing what is in the carrier bag, but
more focused on Contesting matters – which they
chose not to share with anyone else!
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John mentioned that the ferrite cores were
obtained from Maplin and the wire was PTFE
insulated. A quick test on my MFJ-269 antenna
analyser showed a low SWR from Top Band to 6
metres.
Though John didn’t have a circuit diagram with
him, but I believe the circuit is as follows:

Club Construction Project: the subject of
picture below has probably been replicated many
times now by members who have completed
construction of this great little kit.

We have Steve G4FYF to thank for identifying
the kit, sampling and constructing it, and working
out the few minor issues that have arisen with
casing the unit. I have delayed casing mine yet
because I intend to add an ICSP (In Circuit Serial
Programming) connector to take advantage of
the Open Source code from the original designer
Karl-Heinz Kuebbler, and additional features he
has added that can be enabled by reprogramming. As he is also the club’s
webmaster, Steve G4FYF has put all the
associated project documentation on the club
website here:
http://www.g3src.org.uk/page36.html (scroll to
the bottom of the page). For anyone who is now
interested in building the kit, it is still available
from Bang Good in China. See the April
newsletter for the link to the kit.
Anderson PowerPole Connectors: Is there
anyone in the club who else uses these? I find
them the best and most flexible connectors for
12V equipment operation. At home I use a
RigRunner 4005 distribution board:

It allows me to quickly connect and disconnect
various transceivers by a simple push and pull
operation. The de facto standard amongst the
amateur community are the 30A rated
connectors, but higher and lower rating
connectors are available but are different in size.
They also come in other colours than red and
black too. It is common to ‘pair’ them as there are
protrusions and indentations on the connectors
that interlock. The convention is to have the red
connector on the left and as shown below:

G4FDN LCR Transistor Tester testing a 2N3904
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The picture below from Powerwerx, a major
distributor of PowerPole products, shows how
the connectors interlock. The metal part of the
connector is joined to the wire by crimping.

When I measured the voltage drop across the
tester at a current of 22A it was less than 0.1V
indicating a low resistance path and therefore
low power dissipation within the tester.

The latest thing I have added to my 12V
distribution system is a combined voltmeter,
ammeter, power, and charge meter, connected
of course with Anderson PowerPoles.

A quick interposition from G8IYS: I also use
PowerPoles, but rather than crimping, I solder
the lead to the Connector. It is very important to
avoid solder blobs and spikes – otherwise the
metallic part will not enter the plastic shell fully
and the key “click” signifying engagement within
will not have been achieved. Nor will the
interconnecting pair mate correctly and the
interconnection is likely to separate. The latter bit
also applies to interconnection of crimped
connectors, of course.
80th Anniversary Garden Party: For those who
haven’t yet bought tickets, I have to advise they
are going fast. So please don’t leave it to the last
minute to request tickets as you could be
disappointed. Please see the flyer/poster that is
sent out with this newsletter for further details
plus some direction information in later
paragraphs.
Sign off: Hope to see you all next Monday.
Hopefully, it will give some useful technical
insights to the working of the LCR/transistor
tester as well as a sharing of experience so far,
and how one can take it further.

In the picture, it was monitoring the feed to a Pye
MX294 4m transceiver, and is showing the
supply current of 0.51A, the supply voltage of
13.56 volts, the power being consumed at 6.9W,
and the Ampere-Hours of charge transferred
since switch on.

In the second picture, it is showing in the LH
bottom of the display the peak current measured
since switch on.
Though having a claimed rating of 130A the
documentation provided has the warning note
“To avoid overheating, please do not measure for
a long time when the current is beyond 100A”.
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Sunday 12th. July 2015.
80th Anniversary Garden Party by Hon
Sec John G3MCX.
Tickets are on sale at £10 each for adults.
Children under 14 years are free. The venue: 22
Croham Park Avenue, CR2 7HH was chosen for
its easy access by public transport. Before going
into details of transport links, advice for those
who still wish to drive; Croham Park Avenue
does have marked bays and yellow lines but no
meters. The yellow lines only apply 9am. to 5pm.
Monday to Saturday and can be ignored on
Sundays. Just don't block anyone's drive!
Lloyd Park tram stop on line 3 is just three stops
from East Croydon Station or five from West
Croydon Station. Line 3 tram route runs every
ten minutes on Sundays between Wimbledon
and New Addington. The Lloyd Park stop is
about a 200 yard walk from the venue. At the
other end of the road at a shorter distance is the
'St. Paul's Church Bus Stop' for routes 64 and
T33. The route 64 runs from Thornton Heath
Pond along the main London Road to West
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Croydon Station, then to East Croydon Station
and South Croydon Station. 'St. Paul's Church' is
the stop after 'Birdhurst Road, South Croydon
Station.' The Bus will go on to Selsdon,
Addington Village and New Addington. For
anyone coming from that direction it is easier to
get off the bus at ' Old Palace of John Whitgift
School ' and walk down the hill to the Church on
the right rather than walk up from the next stop!
The route T33 doubles up with the route 64
between West Croydon and Selsdon then goes
to Selsdon Vale and turns through the Forestdale
Estate and down to Addington Village. Both bus
routes and the tram serve the Addington Village
Interchange where buses connect to Bromley
(314) via Hayes or to Orpington (353) via Hayes
Common and Locks Bottom. There are also
feeder routes that run around the Estate.

Sutton Model Engineering Club Open Day
17 May 2015: GX3SRC on air.
Maurice has forwarded the following pic of the
SRCC Exhibition station which has become very
much a fixture at this event.

http://licensing.ofcom.org.uk/radiocommunication
-licences/amateur-radio/guidance-forlicensees/monthly-stats/
Club: 1473,
Foundation: 20164,
Reciprocal (Full): 768,
Full: 52084,
Intermediate: 8564.
TOTAL: 83053.

40 Meter QRP CW Transceiver Kit by
Steve G4FYF
From the same company we sourced the
component tester kit was a 40 meter CW
transceiver that I thought would be interesting to
try. Like the component tester, this kit consists of
quality components (including power, key,
phone, and BNC output sockets), and, it comes
with a dummy load; well, actually, a 2 Watt 51Ω
resistor for testing purposes. Associated
paperwork is limited to a component list, PCB
component placement diagram and a circuit
diagram. All this for £2.82 including delivery. The
board measures 5 x 5 cm.

Kim G6JXA operating

May Report of Licence statistics from
OFCOM
For those who are interested in such things,
members may wish to note that OFCOM
produces a monthly update on all licences
extant. The monthly records for amateur radio
go back to 2006. The site has a rather lengthy
URL with a tricky use of “licensing”, “licensees”
and “licences”. If you want to examine the
source, I suggest that you cut and paste the
following:
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The circuit turns out to be that of the ‘Pixie’. The
Pixie circuit consists of a free running crystal
Colpitts oscillator feeding a PA giving RF power
outputs of between 100mW and 500mW. On
receive, there is no external mixer used to feed
the audio to the LM386 audio amplifier. Instead,
the mixing is done at the final amplifier itself with
resulting audio taken off the emitter. The 1N4001
diode in series with the crystal acts as a varicap
diode and gives some ± variation of the nominal
7.023MHz crystal frequency (i.e. a QRP calling
frequency) by adjustment of the associated pot.
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My very first CQ call, using croc clips as a key,
resulted in a (brief) call from a station in
Portsmouth giving me a signal report of 559.
That’s as far as it got before being clobbered by
a strong DL station. But, hey, that’s what makes
this stuff fun!
Ironically, I had to make use of the club
component tester project to check the value of a
couple of ceramic capacitors where the value
code had faded and was not easily discernable.
Have now moved on to knocking up a very
simple QRP PIC keyer. Progress of that and,
hopefully, my dx hunting will appear next time!
For now, washing machine door seal
replacement, garden maintenance and fence respray painting takes precedence, I’m told!!
The kit can be found here:
http://www.banggood.com/DIY-Radio-40M-CWShortwave-Transmitter-Kit-Receiver-7_0237_026MHz-p-973111.html
73 Steve, G4FYF.

Nostalgia from Maurice G4DDY
Maurice found this pic in his archive. He says
that it was taken 6 years ago at his 86th birthday.

Built and connected to 9V battery and 40M
dipole, lots of well defined CW signals heard
through the ‘phones.

L to R: Bernie G8TB (SK), Charles M0BIN, a friend
of Maurice, Himself G4DDY, John G3BFP (SK) and
Pat G4FDN. I didn't get the name of the pig!

Southampton University Wireless Society
SDR Receive site at Farnham IO91OF

.

Output on the ‘scope shows a fairly decent sine
wave. With 9V supply, output is about 160mW.
With 12V supply, a much better waveform is
generated and output increases to about
300mW.
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The website at websdr.suws.org.uk is well worth
a visit and features concurrent all-mode waterfall
displays covering 143-147, 432-438, 10368 –
10370 MHz and 10 – 2000 kHz using multiple
RTL dongles. For several of our members, this
could be useful as a reverse beacon on 136, 472
kHz, Top-Band, 2 m, 70 cm and 10 GHz.
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For Sale by G4FDN: Moonraker SQMB100 TriBand 6m/2m/70cm Colinear Antenna £30

Free To A Good Home from G4FDN: Teak
Finish Desk Shelving Unit With Drawers
Similar to the current SQMB1000P, details
here:
http://www.moonraker.eu/amateur-radio/basevertical-antennas/moonraker-vertical/dualand-triband-colinear/sqbm1000p-mkii-triband6-2-70-vertical-so239

In good condition Approximately 30” high x
34” wide and 8” deep. Free standing, but has
clips for affixing to a desk for greater
stability. Ideal for small shack.

but mine has an N connector and the vertical
section is in one piece. About 6/7 years old
and only used externally for 3 or 4 days in
that time and in storage since.
2.5m long with mounting brackets. VGC with
original packaging.
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FUTURE SRCC MEETINGS

Crystal Palace R & EC

1 Jun 2015

Theory, Technical Aspects and
Upgrading Possibilities of the
Component Tester – this year's Club
Construction Project

15 Jun 2015
6 Jul 2015

Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
No Meeting

12 July
20 Jul 2015

SRCC 80th Anniversary Celebration
Garden Party
Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic

05 Jun

All Saints Church Parish Rooms,
Beulah Hill from 7:30pm. Bob
G3OOU 01737 552170 (Meet
normally monthly on 1st Friday)
http://www.g3oou.co.uk/
Dorking & DARS
23 Jun

3 Aug 2015 The Crystal Palace Story
17 Aug 2015 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
7 Sep 2015

TBC

Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
Short Talks Evening

16 Nov 2015 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
7 Dec 2015 SRCC Construction Contest
21 Dec 2015

Antenna Modelling using 4NEC2 by
Garth G3NPC.
Contact: Garth Swanson G3NPC
01737 359472
email G3NPC@swansons.org.uk
Meetings held 7.45 pm at The
Friends Meeting House, Butterhill,
Dorking, RH4 2LE.
Web site:- www.ddrs.org.uk
Coulsdon ATS

21 Sep 2015 Fix-it, Move-it-On, Advice Clinic
5 Oct 2015
Autumn Surplus Equipment Sale
19 Oct 2015
2 Nov 2015

Park Langley Tramway
Modernisation by Jim M6BXL.

8 Jun

DF Hunt by M0NDJ (provisional).
Meetings held 8 pm on 2nd Monday
each month @ St. Swithun’s Church
Hall, Grovelands Rd, Purley.
Steve Beal G3WZK. Secretary@
catsradio.org. Tel: 01883 620730.

Informal pre-Xmas Social and
sampling of various tinctures

OTHER CLUBS' MEETINGS

Crawley ARC
Wimbledon & District ARS
12 Jun

24 Jun

Talk by Len Stuart.

Hon Sec: Phil Moore M0TZZ
Contact: secretary@carc.org.uk for
more info.
Formal meetings held every third
Wednesday each month at:
Hut 18, Tilgate Recreational Centre,
Tilgate Forest, Crawley West
Sussex. Directions are given in the
CARC Newsletter which can be
found at carconline.blogspot.co.uk
Horsham ARC

Contact Jim Noon M6AVV - 020
8337 4940.
email jamesanoon@hotmail.co.uk
Web site:- http://www.gx3wim.org.uk
Meetings are at 8pm on the 2nd and
final Friday of each month at Martin
Way Methodist Church, Merton Park
(corner of Buckleigh Avenue), SW19
9JZ.
Sutton & Cheam RS
18 Jun

CQ Worldwide by John G4IRN.
Meeting at Vice Presidents Lounge,
Sutton United Football Club, Gander
Green Lane, Sutton – 8pm.

4 Jun

Contact: Andy Brooker G4WGZ
01689 878089
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CubeSat with Dhiren Kataria.
Meetings held at 8 pm on 1st
Thursday each month at: Guide Hall,
20 Denne Road, Horsham, West
Sussex, RH12 1JF.
Contact: www.harc.org.uk. Hon Sec
Alister Watt email:
g3zbu@hotmail.com

Sec: John G0BWV 020-8644 9945
Bromley & District ARS
16 Jun1. DF Hunt. Contact Andy for venue.
2.
Normal Meetings 7.30 for 8.00 pm @
Victory Social Club, Kechill Gardens,
Hayes, Bromley, Kent.

Arduino Introduction by M0WID.

Sign Off
Don't forget, the Anniversary Garden Party on 12
July – see accompanying updated flyer. See also
the Subs Due list. 73. John G8IYS Editor.
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